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Required Inputs What it is?

ID Internal unique Huginn number

Parameter created at What time was the object made

Parameter ID Assigned name for the object

Parent ID Assigned name for a group of 

similar objects

Parameter value The archiJSON that describes the 

geometry in text format

Parameter type What type of text or geometry is 

the object?

Data text Notes and Decision Rationale 

documentation







Required Inputs What it is?

ID Internal unique Huginn number

Parameter created at What time was the object made

Parameter ID Assigned name for the object

Parent ID Assigned name for a group of 
similar objects

Parameter value The geoJSON that describes the 
geometry in text format

Parameter type What type of text or geometry is 
the object?

Data text Notes and Decision Making 
History documentation













ID Parameter Value Decision Making History:

Centrelines: 2x Lines Location of site: Defined by client

Grid size: 15.3 Defined by the engineer due to column layout

Field type: Soccer field Defined by client

Field dimensions: 110 x 75 FIFA international requirements 

Field: Untrimmed 

surface

Shape defined by field type

Barrier distance: 10 Barrier distance from field of play was kept at a minimum to reduce 

distance of spectators from the game but compromising room for 

services in this area

First plat: 43x Brep Barrier on the first riser is 400mm to avoid vision obstruction 

Lower bowl riser 

section:

Closed Polyline A C-Value of 0.085 was used for plat setout in lower bowl to balance 

reduced cost and size with quality sightlines

Suite riser section: Closed Polyline A C-Value of 0.1 was used for plat setout to give suite seats a premium 

viewing experience

Suite bowl shape: 43x Brep Pre-cast risers used to reduce construction costs

Aisle width: 125 Set to be the minimum size still compliant with egress safety regulations 

to maximise space for seating

Suite stairs: (1) 863x Brep If plat step-up >= 300mm, use 2 steps














